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The BlackBerry Bold 9900 is the first choice of the professionals and possesses a brushed metal
band around the outer boundary moreover and is a less plastic handset. It has piano black finish at
the summit of the smart phone. The smart phone is thinner if comparing with the earlier model and
is 10.5mm thick moreover is bulky and solid. The keyboard of the smart phone is separated by the
display screen through a row of buttons with a visual pointing device nestled in the center.

The screen is touch sensitive, the optical joystick is somewhat outmoded and is convenient to those
who got used to it on further BlackBerry devices. On the right-hand side of the gadget there is a
button of a dedicated camera and a 3.5mm headphone jack is on the left-hand border. The
BlackBerry Bold 9900 has shown a great improvement in the screen if comparing with the Bold
9780 moreover the older gadget had a resolution of 480x360 pixels and the present gadget had
640x480 pixels. The capacitive technology is used in touch screen and is very approachable for
various multi touch gestures such as from pinch to zoom while web browsing.

The display is of 2.8 inches which imply that the pixels are collectively and firmly jam packed in
addition to this providing a pixel density of 287 dpi; this in turn resulted in a sharp text and icons. Its
elevated distinguish and energetic colors in the videos and images look excellent moreover its
remarkable resolution helps the screen to stand out. It possesses the best screens amongst the
existing handsets and in addition to this over the years the most important strengths of BlackBerry
handsets have been their keyboards.

Moreover the keyboard of the present and earlier BlackBerry handsets remains the same. Its
angular keys help in comfortable typing whether you're holding the phone with one or two hands.
BlackBerry added some dedicated keys like punctuation marks, full stops and the '@' symbol and its
layout is very good. In the smart phone the long press on letter opens the doors for the capital letter
which in turn encourages good punctuation in emails and text messages which is preferred by all
the users.

Get the top seller blackberry handset with best offers â€“ blackberry torch 9860 deals @
http://www.blackberrytorch9860contractdeals.co.uk/
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